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Prof. Dinyar Patel and architect Robert
Stephens discuss Bombay's curious
unbuilt legacy-everything from cremation-
powered streetlights to the last half-
dozen attempts to rebuild Dharavi in the
fifth episode of the podcast, Past
Imperfect. 
Listen Now

Is there a way to overcome the
existential threat that young executives
feel, and what wisdom practices can they
adopt? Catch the new episode of
SPJIMR’s podcast series 'Sapience'
where Dr. David Rooney, Macquarie
University in conversation with Dr. Surya
Tahora discusses applications of Wisdom
Research in Leadership.
Listen Now

In this episode of the podcast series,
Sapience, Faculty member Dr. Surya
Tahora talks with Dr. Howard Nusbaum
of the University of Chicago. They
discuss how, despite its long history,
there is still much to learn about wisdom
and how to apply it in everyday life. They
also look into how wisdom researchers
from different disciplines can work
together to identify commonalities in their
theories and develop a more
comprehensive understanding of
wisdom. Listen Now 

PGDM 2022-24 participant, Sunny
Shekhar Rathore, has been awarded the
O.P Jindal Engineering and Management
Scholarship 2022 (OPJEMS). Only 20
students from management institutes
around the nation received this honour
this year. As part of the scholarship,
Sunny will receive a medal, a certificate,
and INR 1,50,000 in cash. Read More  

Congratulations to our Dean, Dr. Varun
Nagaraj for being inducted into the
prestigious ECE Alumni Hall of Fame at
the North Carolina State University. With
over 16,000 Electrical Engineering (ECE)
alumni, only a select number are chosen
as recipients making these truly
noteworthy distinctions. Watch Now

Best wishes and congratulations to
Associate Dean - Full-time Programmes,
Dr. Renuka Kamath, on being appointed
to serve on the selection committee for
the prestigious German Chancellor
Fellowship Programme for prospective
leaders from India offered by the
Alexander Von Humbolt Foundation. Dr
Kamath will also be serving as the
Programme Ambassador. Read More

PGDM, class of 2022-24 participants,
Kevil Shah, Sanketh Bhat, and Sai
Sharan emerged as the National Finalists
in the 'Product Spotlight' competition held
by digital consulting firm Publicis Sapient
India. The competition consisted of three
rounds: a treasure hunt, a product
management quiz, and a case study and
it had over 9500 registrations. Read
More

Vineeta Dwivedi
Assistant Professor

Organisation & Leadership Studies

Favourite Book: Love in the Time of Cholera

Favourite Song:  Zindagi ke safar mein guzar jaate

hain jo makaam, woh phir nahi aate

Favourite Holiday Spot: London 

Favourite movie: Interstellar 

Role Model: Barack Obama 

The Buzz on Campus

SPJIMR is Ranked as the No.1 Private Indian B-School

SPJIMR has been ranked the best Indian private B-School and fifth overall in the
Business Today B-School rankings 2022; fifth-best overall and second amongst
private B-schools in India by The Week, in their 2022 Best B-Schools survey;
and #1 private Business School in India, and #8 overall in their first-ever Indian B-
Schools Rankings 2022 by Fortune India. Read More

Diwali Celebrations

An evening of fun and festivities marked SPJIMR's Diwali celebration this year. The
celebrations were set in motion by Dr Shesha Iyer's speech on Diwali's essence.
Faculty and staff brought their A-game as they participated in Talent and Fashion
shows. The event wound up with the Prize distribution. Watch some glimpses of the
celebrations.Watch Now

Inauguration

PGEMP Welcomes Batch 89

Post Graduate Executive Management Programme welcomed its 89th batch on the
Mumbai campus on November 9, 2022.
Dean, Dr Varun Nagaraj and Associate Dean - Executive Education, Dr Preeta
George highlighted the benefits of the programme and shared the mantra of
making the most of the 21 months. Chief Guest and General Manager, Life
Sciences – Asia Pacific & Managing Director – Ashland India, Mr Nelson Corda
emphasised the importance of empathy in order to be a good leader and manager.
Read More

PGPDM Inaugurates Batch 21

Post Graduate Programme in Development Management welcomed its 21st batch
at the Mumbai Campus on November 25, 2022. 
In his keynote address Chief Guest Dr. Sanjay Chahande, IAS (Retd.), Former
Additional Chief Secretary, General Administration Department of the Govt. of
Maharashtra, applauded SPJIMR for its efforts in the development sector and
urged the participants to find solutions to address the issues of poverty in the
country. 
Dean, Dr. Varun Nagaraj, PGPDM Programme Chair, Dr. Tanojkumar Meshram,
Ph.D., and Prof. Prabhat Pani, Executive Director, Centre for Innovation in
Sustainable Development (CISD), welcomed the participants and shared key
insights and principles about sustainability.  Read More

Events

AACSB : Societal Impact Seminar 

SPJIMR hosted the AACSB "Societal Impact Seminar" on December 2, 2022, at its
Mumbai campus. The seminar was attended by 25+ delegates representing
management and technology institutions across India. Dean, Dr. Varun Nagaraj gave
the opening address and urged delegates to look at business schools as a portfolio
of products that create impact in different ways which balance society, environment,
and the economy. The highly interactive seminar was conducted by Geoff Perry and
Amy M. Regional head, South Asia, AACSB International. Read More

PRME India Chapter 2022 Meet 

PRME's India chapter 2022 meet held on December 12, 2022, at Mumbai campus
brought together academic, corporate, and social sector audiences to discuss ‘if and
how’ management education can create socially aware communities. The event
featured the Dean’s round-table and several panel discussions on the theme,
'Partnering for social impact: Toward Responsible Management Education'.
Watch the glimpses from the event. 

Alumni Awards Evening in the Campus

Alumni Awards as a part of the annual alumni meet, SPandan were held on Friday,
December 16, 2022 in a glittering ceremony at the Mumbai campus. The Alumni
Awards celebrate the outstanding impact of our alumni on industry and community
across diverse sectors. The event brought together alumni from across batches and
programmes. Read More 

Social Impact Awards 2022 Announces Winners in 6
Categories

SPJIMR hosted The Social Impact Awards 2022 (SIA) on November 1, 2022.
Organised by the Department of Corporate Citizenship (DoCC), the awards
acknowledge and celebrate the contribution of social sector organisations and
enterprises to society. 
With an evaluation process spanning over eight months, a total of 250 organisations
participated, from which 70 were shortlisted, and 29 made it to the final round. More
than 45 experts from academia, the social sector, and corporations selected the
winners. Read More

Podcast

Past Imperfect: Episode 5

Sapience: Episode 3

Sapience: Episode 4

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

PGDM Participant Bags O.P Jindal Engineering and
Management Scholarship 2022

Congratulations to Dean

Best Wishes to Dr. Renuka Kamath 

PGDM Participants Win HUL FinAce6

PGDM participants Arjun Jayakrishnan, Nidhi Doshi, Vatsal Doshi (Team
ACESOFSPADES) emerged winners at inter B-School finance and business
challenge, HUL FinAce6.  With FinAce, Unilever provides real-life insight into the
Finance function in a major FMCG company in terms of business strategy decisions
and business partnering roles. As the winners, they received a cash prize of INR 3
lakhs.

Applauds to the National Finalists in the 
'Product Spotlight' competition 

Know Your Colleague

Reach out to us at: centralcommunications@spjimr.org
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